Islet transplant: an option for childhood diabetes?
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Careful assessment of the safety and efficacy of islet transplantation should guide the selection process of a small number of children with type 1 diabetes who may be eligible for the procedure—some of whom are already receiving immunosuppression because of a previous transplant, others who are scheduled to receive de novo islet alone transplantation because of a life threatening risk of hypoglycemia. The outcomes of these initial investigations are predicted to shape the future boundaries of islet transplantation, diabetes, and transplantation.

Development of the Edmonton Protocol, a surgery-free, steroid-free regimen for transplanting insulin producing islet cells generated enthusiasm towards a procedure that is simple and relatively non-invasive, restoring endogenous insulin production to levels allowing the majority of treated subjects with type 1 diabetes to discontinue insulin therapy. Insulin independence in these patients has been associated with normalisation of HbA1c and near perfect glycaemic control. The hope is for islet cell, like pancreas, transplantation to provide lifelong insulin independence, and if applied early, to prevent, stabilise, or reverse diabetic complications, while avoiding the surgical, metabolic, and immunological risks of whole pancreas transplantation. Given the recent success of the Edmonton protocol and variants thereof, islet transplantation a viable treatment option for children with type 1 diabetes?

There is a worldwide increase in the incidence of type 1 diabetes mellitus, especially in young children. Approximately 1.3 and 1.4 million individuals are affected with type 1 diabetes mellitus in Europe and the United States, respectively. Current treatment modalities of home blood glucose monitoring and insulin regimens remain suboptimal, as evidenced by persistent significant morbidity and mortality. The physical and financial cost of diabetes is attributable to short term events such as hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia, and diabetic ketoacidosis, as well as long term debilitating and frequently fatal complications. Children have the greatest potential risk for serious morbidity and mortality, earlier than expected mortality, because of microvascular and macrovascular complications of type 1 diabetes. A clear cut link between early tight glycaemic control and decreased frequency of long term complications in type 1 diabetes has been established. Intensive glycaemic control is currently based on frequent self monitoring of capillary blood glucose, four or more times each day, using skin puncture sampling and analysis with a portable glucose meter. Daily blood glucose values are used to adjust insulin dosages for subcutaneous interrupted or continuous administration (multiple injections of one or more types of insulin versus insulin pump therapy, respectively).

The main drawback of such intensive glycemic control, as tested in the US Diabetes Control and Complications Trial, was a threefold increase in the occurrence of severe hypoglycaemia, despite four or more blood glucose tests per day. The risks of fatal hypoglycaemia, cognitive or behavioural impairment, and the tendency for hypoglycaemia to enhance and mask future hypoglycaemia, and the impact of hypoglycaemia on brain development, are all more relevant in children with intensively managed type 1 diabetes. Overfeeding, weight gain, and avoidance of exercise because of parental fear of hypoglycaemia, coupled with quality of life concerns about the need for even more frequent skin puncture sampling, have placed children with diabetes, and their care providers, at a particular disadvantage. Moreover, inaccuracy of children’s techniques during use of conventional blood glucose monitors can lead to erroneous blood glucose test results further compromising good control. Perhaps the greatest limitation of intensive control in children, is that it is required of all children with type 1 diabetes and their families, and thus disregards potential severe obstacles to assuming such a disciplined regimen of life in particular high risk groups. The limitations of current intensive control, including lack of sleep related, postprandial, and around the clock glycaemic data, highlighted the need for alternatives to current management of type 1 diabetes. In children, these alternatives have been generally reactive or adaptive, such as development of alternative site (non-finger pricking) glucose monitoring devices, and adjunctive means for continuous glucose monitoring, as well as attempts at identifying children at risk for diabetes and development of prevention strategies. Serious limitations have recently been identified to all of the above approaches. Transition into adolescence often heightens these challenges, as the need to preserve a “normal” self image among peers frequently translates to poor compliance with intensive diabetes regimens at this time.

Efforts towards a cure for type 1 diabetes have generally been preferentially tried in adults, on the assumption that risks of such therapy in children outweigh risks of type 1 diabetes and the inconvenience necessitated for its control. On heightened realisation of paediatric specific significant risks of type 1 diabetes, this trend has just recently shifted. Clinical trials aiming at treating type 1 diabetes using non-risk-free immune modulatory therapy in children and adolescents,
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are now underway in both North America and Europe. Standardised mortality rates are higher in children with type 1 diabetes mellitus. Moreover, severe asymptomatic nocturnal hypoglycaemia (mean blood glucose 1.9 mmol/l, range 1.6–2.3, duration 30–630 minutes) was detected by overnight venous sampling in 45% of children with type 1 diabetes treated by a split mixed insulin regimen, and in 60% of children on multiple daily injections.

Excluding non-compliance with intensive diabetes management, the above data highlight the need for identification of a small category of compliant high risk children in whom the side effects of a steroid-free immunosuppressive regimen can be justified. Identification of such patients will be extremely difficult and should focus on one of the following criteria:

1. Recurrent unexplained severe hypoglycaemia with potentially damaging CNS effects (blood glucose below 2.2 mmol/l, often presenting with seizures, hemiparesis, or coma), despite dietary manipulation and prophylactic insulin adjustment.
2. Presence of incipient progressive vascular complications, especially retniopathy and nephropathy, onset of which in childhood or adolescence carries the potential of severe disability in early or mid-adulthood.
3. Concurrent immunosuppressive medications for a comorbidity which can be safely treated with a steroid-free immunosuppressive regimen.

Whole pancreas transplantation can effectively restore endogenous insulin secretion in type 1 diabetes, and prevent, retard, or reverse diabetic complications. However, the procedure carries risk of perioperative morbidity related to the excrine pancreas, limiting the broader application of this major intervention in children with type 1 diabetes, and has not been carried out in children with diabetes to date. The process requires use of potent immunosuppressive medications including glucocorticoids (steroids), the diabetogenicity and growth suppressive properties of which further dampen enthusiasm for pancreas alone transplants for children with diabetes. Newer, more targeted immunosuppressive regimens that do not require steroid or high dose calcineurin inhibitors, with complete avoidance of surgical site or exocrine related complications make islet transplantation a far more attractive potential transplant option in children. The potential for in vitro islet graft manipulation to reduce immunogenicity, and the recent development of tolerance promoting strategies in small and large animal models, may offer the potential to further reduce the longer term risks of islet transplant therapy.

Islet transplantation has been investigated in the past as a treatment for type 1 diabetes mellitus in selected adult patients with inadequate glucose control despite insulin therapy. However, the perennial hope that such an approach would result in long term freedom from the need for exogenous insulin, with prevention of the secondary complications of diabetes, failed to materialise in practice. Of the 267 allografts transplanted since 1990 (up to 1998), only 12.4% have resulted in insulin independence for periods of more than one week, and only 8.2% have done so for periods of more than one year. In the majority of these procedures, the regimen of immunosuppression consisted of antibody induction with an antilymphocyte globulin combined with cyclosporine, azathioprine, and glucocorticoids. The published observations from Edmonton, Canada from a series of seven adult consecutive subjects with type 1 diabetes, were the first indication that islet transplantation can result in insulin independence with excellent metabolic control when glucocorticoid-free immunosuppression is combined with the infusion of an adequate islet mass. In that series, all seven subjects quickly attained and sustained insulin independence after percutaneous transhepatic portal vein transplantation of islets. Adult recipients required islets from two donor pancreases, and one required a third transplant from two donors to achieve sustained insulin independence. Nearly all donor pancreases were previously rejected as suitable for whole organ transplantation before being subject to the islet isolation procedures. There was no recurrence of hypoglycaemic coma following transplantation. Complications were minor, and there were no significant increases in lipid concentrations during follow up. In an update to this published report, a total of 34 patients received islet infusions at the University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada; 85% remain insulin free at one year, and three of four patients remain insulin free beyond three years. Immunosuppression for these patients was achieved using a glucocorticoid-free immunosuppressive protocol that included sirolimus, a low dose tacrolimus, and a monoclonal antibody against the interleukin 2 receptor (daclizumab). The success of the Edmonton Protocol regimen is currently being replicated across nine centres in an international trial funded by the US National Institutes of Health. In the United Kingdom, a further 10 centres plan to replicate the procedure in trials supported and coordinated through Diabetes UK.

Currently, islet-alone transplants are performed in highly selected adults with type 1 diabetes, with careful consideration of the risk–benefit ratio in each case. Indications for islet transplantation in adults are hypoglycaemic unawareness, severe metabolic instability, and the existence of secondary diabetic complications. Concerns about islet transplantation using the Edmonton protocol relate to some known risks of the procedure and medications, as well as unknown elements inherent to any new immunosuppressant modality. Side effects of the Edmonton protocol include bleeding, portal vein thrombosis, renal toxicity in pre-existing compromised renal function, mucosal ulcers, hypercholesterolaemia, and in adults, antihypertensive interactions. Theoretical risks include hypersensitisation to donor antigens compromising potential future transplants, life threatening infection, immunosuppression related cancer, and post-transplantation lymphoproliferative disorders. To date, the Edmonton protocol has been very well tolerated, with no mortality, in contrast to at least three documented deaths from hypoglycaemia in patients wait listed for the procedure.

The concept of moving forward to consider the option for islet transplantation in children with type 1 diabetes cannot be undertaken lightly. It is recognised that for the vast majority of children with diabetes, judicious split mixed or basal/bolus insulin therapy provides an excellent treatment option, minimising the acute risks of hypoglycaemia and ketoacidosis and stabilising glycaemic control to within acceptable standards. The short term risk of secondary diabetic complications would be extremely unusual in the paediatric population, since the tissue damage caused by advanced glycation end products for example, takes many years to evolve. Therefore the potential risks attendant to immunosuppression cannot be justified currently for virtually all children with diabetes.

However, there are two exceptional circumstances where the risk–benefit ratio of islet transplantation could potentially favour islet transplantation in the paediatric population. Firstly, where a child with type 1 diabetes is already facing the risks of immunosuppression in order to sustain a previous solid organ allograft (for example, previous liver, kidney, heart transplant). Secondly, in extremely exceptional circumstances, there are very few children with type 1 diabetes that face significant risk from hypoglycaemia, despite compliance with an optimal insulin and monitoring regimen. If high risk children could be identified prospectively, a pre-emptive islet transplant could avoid the neurological consequences of intractable hypoglycaemia.

In the situation where a diabetic child is already receiving immunosuppression, the decision to consider islet transplantation is relatively straightforward, since the procedural risks...
of portal access are considered to be low, provided only purer layer islets are infused. The decision process is clearly more complex, however, when a child is being considered for islet alone transplantation. The onus is on the transplant programme to be sure that all other options have been explored in the child’s care, that a final decision to proceed with transplantation should be based on an independent expert opinion from a paediatric diabetologist, and that the child and family members clearly understand the material risks and benefits of the procedure and long term risks of the medications. Failure to comply with an intensive insulin and monitoring regimen is considered to be a contraindication for islet transplantation, as poor compliance with immunosuppressive or islet graft monitoring would likely place the graft or child at higher risk for poor outcome.

While the risks of immunosuppression are not to be underestimated, it should be recognised that there are thousands of children that have undergone organ transplantation (liver, kidney, heart) and are able to lead normal or near normal children that have undergone organ transplantation (liver, kidney, heart) and are able to lead normal or near normal lives. The short and longer term risks of immunosuppression are diminishing with the evolution of more specific, more targeted therapies. In the “Edmonton Protocol” the complete avoidance of glucocorticoids and the use of low doses of the calcineurin inhibitor tacrolimus (one third or less of the dose used typically in other transplant situations) is likely to be better tolerated in the paediatric population. Complete steroid avoidance is predicted to minimise the negative impact on growth and development observed previously in transplantation. The risks of cytomegalovirus transmission, post-transplant lymphoproliferative disorder, malignancy, or life threatening infections have not yet been encountered in adult islet alone recipients treated to date. The risk of recipient sensitisation to donor antigen also appears to be very low.

Islet transplantation in children also raises a number of key, pertinent scientific questions:

1. Will islets prepared from a single donor be successful in securing sustained insulin independence in a low weight recipient (the likelihood of a successful islet preparation exceeding 12 000 IE/kg will be considerably higher in a low weight paediatric recipient). This may prove to be a critical question as islet transplantation continues to evolve; if fewer islets are required to reverse diabetes in a child, perhaps one cadaveric pancreas donor organ could be used to treat two or more paediatric recipients. Furthermore, the option for living donor distal pancreatectomy (perhaps by laparoscopic removal) could potentially become an additional option to overcome limited cadaveric organ supply. In the latter option, and with a higher degree of HLA matching, immuno-suppression may be successfully reduced to a minimal risk level.

2. Will the islet mass be sufficient over time as the child grows—that is, will the child outgrow the finite implanted islet mass as the body weight increases over time, or will the islet mass actually expand in response to the milieu of growth factors during growth and development?

3. What impact will a successful islet transplant have on quality of life and compliance with therapy during the period of adolescence? It is well recognised that diabetes can be extremely challenging to manage during adolescence, and compliance with minimal maintenance lower dose immunosuppression may facilitate the transition to adulthood.

4. Will islet transplantation succeed in the paediatric population, or will the more recent autoimmune memory response to islet autoantigens be more difficult to control with the “Edmonton Protocol” immunosuppression regimen? Moreover, will the relatively limited capacity of the paediatric portal circulation increase the risk of portal vein thrombosis?

5. If immunosuppression is tapered or completely discontinued at a remote timepoint after islet transplantation, will any islet grafts continue to function?

An ethical concern of using the Edmonton protocol for islet transplantation in children and adolescents is its teratogenic potential that has yet to be defined. The current recommendation is that patients taking sirolimus should not become pregnant. More precise quantification of this risk will likely emerge over time, probably from patients undergoing kidney or other solid organ transplantation. This might deter many children and their parents from considering islet transplantation as a therapeutic option. A few options exist however, that might allow successful pregnancy to be considered at a remote timepoint after islet transplantation:

1. The sirolimus/tacrolimus combination could be switched to either tacrolimus monotherapy or tacrolimus/celexpent—a combination that has been used during successful pregnancies in over 100 cases with only small added risk of teratogenicity.

2. The original combination containing sirolimus could be continued during pregnancy—as long as additional supportive data proving minimal risk to the mother and fetus, could be obtained from the International Transplant Registry database at that time.

3. All immunosuppression could be weaned and completely discontinued during pregnancy—to lessen the risk to the fetus. In this situation, it is possible that the islet graft would be rejected, with the patient returning to insulin.

It is also possible that during the pregnant state, the mother would develop “tolerance” to the islet allograft. This might provide enormous insight towards the future development of tolerogenic regimens in transplantation.

The robust hope, which the Edmonton protocol has provided for 175 million children and adults with diabetes, expands as insight is gained into future advances currently underway in the field of islet transplantation. These include progress at induction of central and peripheral tolerance, in vitro islet manipulation, and development of alternate islet sources including living donors, intra- and extra-pancreatic stem cells, bioengineered cells, and xenografts.
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